Die Bonder 2008 hS

plus

The advanced epoxy die bonder. For highest accuracy at highest speed.

The best of two worlds
The Die Bonder 2008hS plus is the
successful symbiosis of two complementary worlds. It combines the speed
and reliability of the proven high-volume
IC platform – the 2008hS, with the flexibility and accuracy of Oerlikon Esec’s
award-winning high end platform, the
2008xP. To top it up, the new ultrafast
vision system and the enhanced Pick &
Place enable a significant increase in
performance and yield!
With the Die Bonder 2008hS plus,
Oerlikon Esec developed the ultimate
epoxy die bonder with regards to hand
ling metal lead frames, substrates, thin
die, stacked die and wafer backside
lamination – not to mention BGAs. This
unbeatable wide array of applications
offers users the necessary flexibility to
meet today’s and tomorrow’s
production challenges.
Of course, the 2008hS plus platform
handles 6" to 12" (300 mm) wafers.
The intelligent set-up procedure guarantees repeatable constant bonding
quality, independent of the user. Operators love to run these Oerlikon Esec
machines because of the ergonomic
human machine interface (HMI) and the
user-friendly graphical user interface
(GUI).
It is not for nothing, that Oerlikon Esec
is the No. 1 die bonder manufacturer.
Find out more about the benefits of this
beautiful, expandable platform and rest
assured, knowing that the Die Bonder
2008hS plus will keep you ahead for
years to come.

Fast vision system
The new fast vision system of the Die
Bonder 2008hS plus features an ultrafast image recognition that enables a
substantial increase of speed of more
than 50 percent. The integrated flash
illumination provides a stable and homogenous light to reliably recognize
the whole range of structure varieties
on the surfaces of chips and substrates. Vision modules can be located
at the pick, the bond and the dispense
positions. The optical bond centering is a closed loop feedback function
and guarantees highest placement
accuracy.
The integrated quality control function displays relevant measurements as
graphical charts on the control monitor – offering users a real time overview
of the quality produced. A new dual
speed digital camera allows for quick
integration times and jitter-free image
acquisition. The intelligent vision alignment supports and guides operators
during the set-up of the machine.

Small die capability
Ongoing trends towards miniaturization provide semiconductor manufacturers with ever new challenges. The
2008hS plus is predestined to solve
any such problems. Equipped with
the fast vision system and the new
Pick & Place the Oerlikon Esec bonder
can handle dies down to 10 mils.
Wafer handling
Demand of 300 mm applications
is growing rapidly. The Die Bonder
2008hS3 plus is equipped with a wafer
handling system that processes the
whole range – from 6” to 12” (300 mm).
This gives users freedom of choice to
handle all of today’s and tomorrow’s
wafer sizes.
Bond process
The need to achieve not only x/y placement accuracy, but also to gain specific
bond line thickness (BLT) values has
become an important matter with most
new packaging types.
Providing outstanding BLT values
is a daily routine of the Die Bonder
2008hS plus – the accurate cinematic
system of the Pick & Place and the
constant force bondhead are the enablers of these values. The pneumatic
position independent force building
mode and the high resolution drives are
further key features predestining the
Die Bonder 2008hS plus to achieve outstanding results.

Dispenser systems
The Programmable Pneumatic Dispenser (PPD) is a “two in one” tool, incorporating print and write modes.
The epoxy is dispensed by a pneumatic system which offers a high degree of flexibility to handle a wide range
of applications.
The Fast & Flexible Programmable Dispenser (FPD) features a true volumetric
piston pump with an excellent volume
repeatability. This repeatability of complex and challenging applications sets
the FPD apart from others.
The “PSD” called Programmable
Showerhead Dispenser is the extremely
fast print system within the family and
is ideal for high-volume production
runs.
All of the above-mentioned dispensing
systems are fully recipe capable and offer fastest conversion times combined
with the best user friendliness.

Advanced packaging technology
Physical boundaries have been reached
with the bonding processes of thin dies
and very large dies. To overcome these
limitations the Die Bonder 2008hS plus
can be equipped with special thin die
pick-up tools – either with needles or
needle-free. The two technologies ensure the stable processing of sensitive
and thin materials. The Oerlikon Esec
bonding equipment handles all known
packaging tasks and is ready for future
applications.
Link module
The interconnecting link module enables
the high-speed processing of SiPs,
MCPs and MCMs in one and the same
work flow. It consists of a conveyor
module that is fastened to the respective magazine output-handler and inputhandler to interconnect two (or more)
die bonders. The design also complies
to SMEMA standards and enables the
linking of the die bonder to other inline
systems, such as a curing oven.
The link module with its flexible design
is the prerequisite to combine multichip technologies with high-volume
production runs. It reduces operator efforts regarding material handling drastically and completely eliminates curing
process times between the placement
of two different dies.

Highest speed at highest
accuracy
In addition to the drastically increased
speed of the new Pick & Place, the
Die Bonder 2008hS plus features an improved control system and a new ultrafast vision module. These cutting edge
features enable the highest accuracy
imaginable.
The incredible accuracy does not interfere with the tremendous speed. Even
when making use of the optical bond
centering, a staggering production rate
of 10,000 units per hour is reached –
whereas 13,000 UPH can be achieved
with high-volume production runs.
Application range
The Die Bonder 2008hS plus offers the
widest application range that one can
ask for. Be it discrete epoxy packages
with small dies, QFN or large dies on
BGA substrates. Wafer size is no issue,
since the 2008hS3 plus handles up to
300 mm.
The flexible 2008hS plus combines unbelievable productivity rates with highest
quality levels.
Process capability
The ever-changing technology requirements within the back end segment
necessitate equipment with the highest
degree of flexibility and the capability to
handle new processes.
The Die Bonder 2008hS plus offers all
that and more, take for example wafer
backside lamination, thin die and
stacked die – to name just a few!
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